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Rector  

Colleagues and Professors 

Ladies and Knights 

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the Rector, to the Council of 

Government and to the Claustro of the University for this prestigious honor, this 

ceremony, and nomination of Doctor HonorisCausa. 

I would also like to thank my husband, Charles Franklin Billings, my family, and 

colleagues from my institution, the University of Wisconsin-Madison for their 

support of my research and scholarship throughout the years. 

 

I am acutely aware that every scholar who stands before you to receive this 

award has at least one thing in common—education. Whether their field is in the 

sciences, arts, humanities or the professions such as business, law, or medicine they 

all rest on the base of our field—education. But education, particularly in western 

democracies seems to be lagging in stature and innovation. I believe this lag 

represents our field’s failure to keep pace with the full impact of globalization, both 

positive and negative, and the opportunities and challenges we face in the 21st 

century.  I would like to briefly address what I believe globalization means for 

education. 
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First, globalization means that schools at every level (from elementary 

through university) will encounter new and different groups of people. World affairs 

and global migration mean that people are moving and traveling to other countries 

at an unprecedented rate.  I would also add that much of the movement we are 

experiencing is internal. People are moving from countryside to cities or from less 

developed regions to more technologically developed ones. War, famine, and civil 

unrest have always prompted people to migrate. But similarly, economic, 

technological, and civil opportunities prompt people to migrate. While the former 

events push people to leave, the latter draw or pull people to leave. These new 

groups of people entering our education systems force the field to become more 

flexible and adaptable to ensure their ability to be contributing members of their 

new societies.  

Second, globalization means that education must keep pace with new and 

exciting ways of knowing. Two specific examples of these new ways are 

technological and linguistic. Today, a very young child can click a few buttons on a 

cell phone and access some of the world’s greatest minds and libraries. 

Unfortunately, formal education often responds in an antagonistic manner toward 

technology. Our teachers are less technologically sophisticated than their students 

but, trapped in old ways of knowing we have been unwilling to learn in more 

reciprocal manners with students teaching teachers and students teaching other 

students. 

Linguistically, we have been slow to embrace multi-lingualism as the new 

normal.  I speak specifically of the United States where few educated citizens are 
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capable of fluency in any language other than English. My inability to address you in 

Spanish is a perfect example of this. However, the 21st century will demand that we 

become multi-lingual. Today in the US close to 15 percent of the population is of 

Spanish-speaking heritage yet we continue to place roadblocks to bilingualism. Real 

democracies looking toward prosperity can develop their civic capacity through 

developing the linguistic ability of all of their citizens. 

Finally, globalization means that education will have to develop new and 

expansive values. Our current global environment has new rules about things like 

intellectual property and copyright or blurring the borders between art and science, 

academic and popular, sacred and profane. We are trying to make sense of multiple 

epistemological traditions and innovations where we call upon a classical past to 

move us into modern and postmodern futures. What does it mean to lead a class 

filled with students from various religious, class, and ethnic backgrounds? Do we 

demand that they all adhere to the same worldview or do we begin to see some 

value in the more complex ways that we all already live our lives?  

I have focused my research on those teachers who have learned to see the 

potential in those students who others have already given up on. I have attempted 

to understand what it means to teach in ways that make all students successful.  I 

have sought to learn about what it means to teach students who come from various 

backgrounds and language communities. These teachers have taught me that we 

must focus on developing student learning, cultural competence and social and 

political consciousness in all students. 
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Our education systems are vital to our survival as people and a planet. They 

can help us make wise decisions about the stewardship of the environment, the 

allocation of precious resources, and the viability of various species, including our 

own. The possibilities are both frightening and exciting. Educators must be in the 

forefront of facing the future. 

 

Thank You. 

 

 


